16th October 2015

Year 4 Low Barnes Visit—In their own words!
We went on a Bog Baby hunt where we had to find them in the woodlands. Also we had to look for hidden Bog
Babies with questions on as we walked around Low Barnes. Jessica
Wass
I had a fantastic time at Low Barnes! We went pond dipping and bird
watching, as well as spending our money at the shop. Jenson Burrows
When we were at Low Barnes I enjoyed it a lot, especially when we
caught a waterboatman while we were pond dipping. Toby Cairns
At Low Barnes we went pond dipping and we all learnt something! My
friends Sophie and Sam found three newts, a toad and a fish. Polly
Horan

When we were in the bird hide we saw a pheasant! Harry Blackett
I liked it when we were pond dipping because of all the awesome stuff we caught, like bloodworms and waterboatmen. I spent my money on some plastic insects! Sam Weir
We found a worm, a newt, a fish, a dragonfly, some ducks, birds, a pheasant, a woodpecker, snails and slugs!
Matthew Newport
At Low Barnes I had a really good time and enjoyed every activity. My favourite one was pond dipping because
it was excellent and just so much fun! It was the best trip ever, I loved it so much! Catherine Tully
When we were at Low Barnes we had a lot of fun and did lots of activities together in pairs. We were learning
about habitats and did pond dipping and a minibeast hunt. We all had a great time! William Tully
I really enjoyed Low Barnes, it was brilliant! My lunch was yummy, I loved it! We went into the woods to find
insects and I realy liked that too! Leoni Knight

We have a huge number of items in our lost property—please pop into
school to retrieve any lost items before we dispose of them during half
term. Also Will Tully in year 4 has lost a school jumper—it does have his
name on and hasn’t turned up in school so please check that your child
has not picked it up by mistake! Many thanks!

Stars of the Week
Reception—Georgia Merritt for being a good friend and working hard & Tyler Singleton for
fantastic ‘Pirate’ enthusiasm!
Year 1—Cadi and Luke for great Science investigation
Year 2—Archie Gabriele and Erin Weatherilll for good participation in lessons .
Year 3—Kirsten Lee for fantastic attitude and effort in all subjects.

Year 4—Katie-Ann Lumley for having lovely manners and being kind to everyone!
Year 5—Molly Graham and Yasmine Clark for being fantastic ambassadors for the school Mega Motion Launch.
Year 6—Anya Milne and Katie Smith for being an absolute pleasure to teach.

Looking forward to next week…
On Tuesday 20th October, a mixed team of Year 5 and 6 will take part in the Tag Rugby Competition at the Rugby
Club.
On Friday year 5 will have session 6 of their citizenship course led by the Civic Pride Team on environmental
awareness.
On Friday 23rd October at 9.15, Year 5 will lead class worship for their parents & on the same day, the school
closes for half term holiday.
A reminder that on the 3rd November there will be individual and family photographers.

